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Taking a step further in clearing guidelines for CAS implementation, TRAI has announced tariff rates for CAS 
notified areas. TRAI has put a ceiling on MRP at Rs5 per pay channel per month and has made it compulsory for 
broadcasters to provide channels on a-la-carte basis. Besides, operator has to provide minimum 30 Free-To-Air 
Channels at Rs77 per month. After the TDSAT order guiding Star Network to offer its bouquet at half the rate to 
Zee’s DTH platform (Dish TV), drop in the rates for CAS was more of a coming.  

Given the broadcasters concern over the MRP (of Rs5/-) as also uniform pricing, irrespective of genre, we 
expect re-appeal, which might delay the CAS implementation beyond the stipulated date of 31st December 2006. 
Besides, we also see a near term impact on subscription revenues for the broadcasters, more for sports, 
business news and other niches. As niche channels business model is dependent on subscription premium, 
the current ruling will leave no incentive to invest on content and creating differentiation. 

While near term hiccups are expected, we see a major gain for large broadcasters and operators in the long run. 
New tariff rates will ensure CAS acceptability and thus speedy increase in declaration (currently at 20%). This, 
also will more than make up for the lower tariff, as scope for increase in subscribers is 4x. Another positive that 
we see for key broadcasters is drop in carriage costs (news channels in particular – NDTV pays ~Rs200m on 
carriage cost). We believe that TRAI is gradually clearing every guideline issue pertaining to CAS and is more 
serious on the implementation, which we believe is structurally very positive.   

KEY POINTS OF THE TARIFF ORDER BY TRAI 
TRAI has announced its tariff order for pay channels to be implemented in CAS notified areas and will be effective 
from 31st December 2006. Key highlights of the order are as under:  

• All pay channels to be offered compulsorily on a-la-carte basis 

• Bouquets can be offered at discounts in addition to the a-la-carte offer 

• Ceiling on the maximum retail price of any pay channel, whether new or existing, will be at Rs5/- per channel per 
subscriber per month (excluding taxes) 

• Broadcasters are free to fix prices of individual channels within this ceiling 

• Minimum period of subscription to a pay channel to be atleast 4 months 

• Operator will have to offer minimum of 30 Free To Air channels at Rs77/- per month per subscriber, any 
incremental channel can be offered voluntarily, however at no incremental charge 

• One month’s notice to subscribers before conversion of a free to air channel to pay channel or vice versa 
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OUR VIEW 
 Expect re-appeal – delay in CAS implementation 

Post TDSAT order guiding Star Network to offer its bouquets on Zee’s DTH platform – Dish TV, at half the 
bouquet price, drop in pay channel charges on CAS platform was more of a coming. However, concern has been 
raised over the price (Rs5/-) as also putting all genres at par, be it a sports channel, or entertainment channel or a 
niche channel. This we believe defeats the incentive for a broadcaster to invest on differentiated content, as one can 
not charge a substantial premium for it. From our interaction with various broadcasters we believe that the TRAI 
order will go for re-appeal. Litigations may delay implementation of CAS beyond the stipulated date of 31st December 
2006. 

 Assuming status quo – negative impact in near term, more for sports channels and business news 
In the near term we believe that TRAI order will have negative impact on major broadcasters, and more for sports, 
business news and entertainment channels. Sports channels and other niche channels depend largely on subscription 
revenue, on account of differentiated content and ability to charge the premium. These niche channels currently 
charge much higher to other entertainment channels. This means that with TRAI putting a cap at Rs5 per channel, 
drop in recovery is relatively higher for these channels.  

For instance, ESPN and Star Sports currently are offered at Rs45 per month. As per new tariff order, maximum 
that these channels can charge is Rs5 per channel per subscriber per month. This means that the declaration levels 
should go up by 4.5x for these channels to make up for lower prices. Besides, we see major impact on profitability 
for the sports channels (ESPN, Star Sports, Zee Sports, SET Max), as these channels have build in high 
subscription revenue, while bidding for content acquisition (telecast rights).  

We also see negative impact on TV18’s subscription revenues (however will get neutralized by lower carriage fees). 
While we believe that declaration levels are bound to shoot up significantly post CAS implementation (estimated 
declaration currently at 20%), it will take some time.   

 Incentive for subscriber – ensures CAS acceptability 
We believe that the TRAI order is directionally positive, as it ensures acceptability from the consumers. With this 
ruling, a subscriber has enough incentive to switch over to CAS. Success of CAS is only possible if outflow for 
subscriber is much below Rs250-300 that he pays in traditional delivery mechanism. It would be unfair to believe that 
CAS gets implemented and declaration also shoots up at the current tariffs. Now with TRAI’s tariff orders, subscriber 
can apply for 35 pay channels and 30 FTA channels at Rs250. All this clearly indicates that TRAI wants to ensure 
consumer acceptability, unlike what happened in Chennai then. 

 Impact for TV Today, NDTV and other news channels – drop in carriage costs 
With intense competition in broadcasting space (news channels in particular), broadcasters pay significant amount to 
the operator in the form of carriage costs. News channel currently spend ~Rs200m on carriage costs. However, as 
CAS is implemented and the power shift happens from operator to subscriber, we expect carriage cost for these news 
channels to drop going forward. This we see as a positive for TV18, NDTV, TV Today, etc. 

 Economics post CAS – significant gain in long run 
In the long run we believe that the broadcasters as well as MSOs are bound to make more money. Lower tariff should 
be offset by higher declaration and higher share of broadcasters in the value chain. For instance, currently Zee charges 
Rs55 for its bouquet, of which Zee is estimated to get Rs22 (40%). If post CAS we assume that Zee is able to 
command Rs5 per channel for 6 channels (one third of its bouquet), still Zee earns Rs30 per month, of which Zee 
gets Rs13.5 (45% share of broadcaster). For Zee to make up for the losses, the subscriber base has to go up by 63% 
for Zee to make same money. Considering the current level of declaration (20%), there is significantly higher scope 
(4x) for subscriber addition.  
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  Pre CAS Post CAS 
  Zee's bouquet Assuming only 6 channels (1/3rd) at Rs5 each 
Bouquet Charges (Rs) 55 30 
Broadcaster’s share  40% 45% 
Zee's revenue per subscriber (Rs) 22 13.5 
Indexing current declared subscriber 100 163 
Total Revenues (Rs) 2200 2200 
Increase in subscribers required to make same money   63.0% 
   

Albeit this event, as we believe that key players stand to gain in the long run, we maintain our Outperformer call on 
Zee Telefilms, TV18 and NDTV, while maintain our negative bias on TV Today. 
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